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The following article is meant as a helpful tool in observing the 
many mitzvot that characterize the Purim holiday and the weeks 
that precede it. 

THE FAST OF ESTHER 
The pre-Purim fast of Ta’anit Esther is observed this year on 
Wednesday, March 4. With the exception of those who are ill, 
pregnant or nursing, all adults should fast on Ta’anit Esther. The 
fast begins at 5:38 AM and ends at 6:57 PM.  It is customary to 
refrain from eating a meal until one has heard the Megillah Reading. 
See the Purim Schedule for Tefilla times. 

PARSHAT ZAKHOR 
Because Haman was a descendant of Amaleik, the biblical 
commandment to remember that nation’s cruel attack on our people 
is fulfilled annually on the Shabbat before Purim.  The reading of 
Parshat Zakhor will take place Shabbat, March 7th, at the 
conclusion of the weekly Torah Reading (~10:20 AM).  For those 
unable to attend the first reading, there will be a second reading of 
Parshat Zakhor immediately following Adon Olam (in the Small 
Social Hall). 

MEGILLAH READING 
The primary mitzvah of the Purim holiday is hearing the megillah 
twice: once at night and once during the day.  This obligation applies 
equally to both men and women, and is fulfilled only by hearing 
every word of the megillah read from a scroll.  Because the mitzvah 
is to hear the megillah in its entirety, it is extremely important to 
both arrive punctually and refrain from conversing during the 
reading of the megillah.  Although it is very important to educate 
children and habituate them to the performance of mitzvot, it is 
critically important not to compromise one’s own fulfillment of the 
mitzvah, and certainly not the mitzvah of a fellow congregant, in the 
process.  We encourage children to attend the megillah readings; at 
the same time we strongly encourage parents to make sure that their 
children do not prevent others from fulfilling the mitzvah.  For those 
whose children are not yet old enough to sit thru the entire megillah 
reading, there is full Youth Program during the megillah reading.  
There will also be a second, ‘no-frills’ Megillah reading at 7:30 PM, 
which allows one parent to hear the megillah while the other is home 
with young children.  See the Purim Schedule for details regarding 
the various Megillah readings at night and during the day.  Please 
let us know about anyone who may need an ‘in-home’ megillah 
reading. 

MACHATZIT HA’SHEKEL 
In commemoration of the half-shekel donated annually to the 
Temple at this time of year, it is customary for every Jew to 
contribute 3 half-dollar coins on Purim eve.  Place $1.50 in the 
designated basket in order to ‘purchase’ the set of three half-dollar 
coins, lift the coins up to demonstrate ownership over them, and 
then deposit them back into the basket as a gift.  A Machatzit Ha-
shekel gift should be given by, or on behalf of, each member of the 
household, even those below Bar/Bat Mitzvah age. 

MISHLO’ACH MANOT 
In order to promote a spirit of friendship and shared celebration, 
every Jewish man and woman is obligated to give at least two fully 
prepared foods to at least one friend.  It is important for each 
member of the family to actively participate in the preparation and 
delivery of at least one gift.  Because of the festive nature of this 
mitzvah, a mourner should not give more than the one obligatory 
mishlo’ach manot gift; others should not give directly to the 
mourner, rather to family as a whole. Because this mitzvah is meant 
to enhance the festivities of Purim day and imbue it with a spirit of 
giving, the gifts must be delivered during the daytime on Purim itself 
in order to properly fulfill the mitzvah of mishlo’ach manot.  
 
 
 
 

 Fantastic as they may be, our Sisterhood Mishlo’ach manot baskets 
do not fulfill this mitzvah; in addition to the Sisterhood baskets, 
each family member should prepare and deliver at least one set of 
mishlo’ach manot. 

MATANOT LA’EVYONIM 
In order to lift the spirits of those in need and enable them to rejoice 
on Purim, every Jew is obligated to give a monetary gift (of any 
amount) to two less fortunate individuals.  These monetary gifts 
must be delivered on Purim day, and can be delivered through an 
agent.  A check (made out to Od Yosef Chai or CST Charitable Fund) 
or cash can be dropped off at the Shaare Tefilla office in advance of 
Purim, or deposited in the basket designated Matanot La’evyonim 
on Purim.  A portion of the money collected will be distributed 
locally by Rabbi Yaakov Tannenbaum on Purim day and a portion 
will be distributed in Israel on Purim day by Od Yosef Chai, an 
agency that acts as our agent.  Important Note: In order to 
maintain our sense of ethical priority, our tradition encourages us 
to spend at least as much on Matanot La’evyonim as we do on 
Mishlo’ach Manot. 

SEUDAT PURIM 
The joyous nature of Purim is expressed by participating in a festive 
meal on Purim day. This meal is characterized by good food, fine 
wine, spirited singing and fun ‘shtik.’ Most of the meal should be 
completed before sundown, but the festivities can continue into the 
night.  Important Note: While we are encouraged to drink wine 
at the meal in an effort to maximize the festivities, there is no 
mitzvah to ‘get drunk.’ The Talmud, in fact, relates a terrible story 
that occurred as a result of excessive drinking on Purim.  The 
mitzvah to drink wine on Purim applies only during the day. 
Because the consumption of alcoholic beverages has no religious 
significance at night, there is no reason whatsoever to encourage 
drinking as part of the Purim Night festivities. Furthermore, Jewish 
law insists on adherence to the ‘law of the land’; it is, therefore, a 
criminal offense and a violation of Jewish Law for anyone other 
than parents to make alcoholic beverages available to minor 
children. 

VE’NAHAFOCH HU 
In celebration of our reversal of fortune, it is customary to imbue 
Purim with a ‘topsy-turvy’ spirit.  How to best express that spirit is 
entirely up to you! 

If you have any questions about the Purim holiday and its 
observance, please feel free to contact Rabbi Stanley Cohen 
(214.695.3429), Rabbi Howard Wolk (972.655.4197) or Rabbi 
Yaakov Tannenbaum (646.406.2035). 

 

❑ Purim Samei’ach- Happy Purim to all! 
 


